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Bladepoint characters have seemingly been revealed, pointing to potential new fighting styles you'll be able to use in the sword-swinging melee battle royale. Users on the Naraka: Bladepoint subreddit ...
Possible new Naraka: Bladepoint characters appear in digital art book
Olivia Rodrigo’s "Sour" surges back to No. 1 on Billboard’s Top Album Sales chart (dated Sept. 4) for its fourth nonconsecutive week on top, with 84,000 copies sold in the U.S. in the week ending Aug.
Olivia Rodrigo's 'Sour' Sells 76,000 Vinyl Copies in U.S., Returns to No. 1 on Top Album Sales Chart
Titled NEBULOSUS, the installation uses mist and AR as an immersive and intangible 'structure' that changes the spatial boundary of Zurich's botanical garden.
Mystical Installation at the Zurich Design Biennale 2021 Invades the City's Old Botanical Garden
Vanguard, or you’re thinking about buying a copy, there are some things you should do before the game arrives later on this year. Activision and Sledgehammer have confirmed the next entry into the ...
10 Things to Do Before the Call of Duty Vanguard Release Date
The pandemic has been causing many parts of the world to drift away from each other amid distancing and lockdowns, but the US-Asean relationship is bucking the trend.
Asean matters to America
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused a huge shake up in the rankings of world's safest cities for 2021. Find out whether your home city makes the cut.
TWO Aussie cities named among the world's safest for 2021
Kanye West’s Donda lands straight in at Number 1 on the Official UK Albums Chart, securing the rapper his third chart-topping record.
Kanye West’s Donda soars to Number 1
The top four spaces on the albums chart feature brand new releases, while an old BTS title bounces back into the top 10.
TXT, Cravity, CIX, Red Velvet, Exo, Jannabi And BTS: This Week’s 10 Bestselling Albums In Korea
Kanye West’s Donda lands straight in at Number 1 on the Official UK Albums Chart, securing the rapper his third chart-topping record. Following its digital-only release on Sunday (August 29), Donda – ...
Kanye West’s Donda debuts at Number 1 on Official UK Albums Chart
New Delhi and Mumbai were the only Indian cities to make it to the top 60, and even they fared below-average on all indicators of the Economist Intelligence Unit 2021 Safe Cities Index.
How Delhi and Mumbai fared on the list of 50 safest cities in the world
In today’s Paralympics briefing: medal streaks continue for Plat, Long, Rehm and Masters, but Ihar Boki and Leo-Pekka Tähti find that all good things come to an end ...
Tokyo 2020 Paralympics briefing: Jansen wins gold, 33 years after her first
A year later, in hindsight, some sectors — the tire industry among them — fared remarkably well, considering what might have been. • This story originally ran in the Aug. 30, 2021, print edition of ...
Michelin retains top spot in tire sales
India’s dreams for future ‘super power’ status took a new hit when the fourth edition of the world’s ‘top and safest cities index’ from the global Economic Intelligence Unit was out this week. Two ...
Rudderless nation
In response to climate concerns — and to pushing from government regulators — automakers are rushing headlong to promise more, and more varied, electric vehicles in the next few years.
Here Are the New Electric Vehicles Planned by 2025
Singapore and Tokyo remain in the top five – third and fifth respectively – with Sydney coming in fourth. The remaining top 10 cities are: Amsterdam (6th), Wellington (7th), Hong Kong and Melbourne ...
Copenhagen edges Toronto and Singapore for top spot in Safe Cities Index 2021
The fourth edition ... Digital security, health security, infrastructure security and personal security. The other cities in the Asia-Pacific in the top 10 are Sydney (4th), Tokyo (5th), Hong ...
Copenhagen, Toronto ranked world's 2 safest cities, as Singapore slips from 2nd to 3rd: EIU report
BADLAND: Game of the Year Edition will be available on Aug. 6. 123 Dots (5th Aug, $9.99 ... Black Book (HYPETRAIN DIGITAL, 10th Aug, $24.99) - Fight evil forces in card-based battles ...
Nintendo Download: 5th August (North America)
Regulatory simplicity allowed Indian industries built on minds — software services and start-up ecosystem — to flourish. There’s a lesson here for the rest of the economy ...
How to unleash the entrepreneurial power of 1.3 billion Indians
Tokyo and Singapore have been knocked off first and second spots respectively in a ranking of the world's safest cities by Copenhagen and Toronto after environmental security was added as a criterion ...
Copenhagen, Toronto ranked world's two safest cities, as Singapore slips from second to third, says EIU report
Anybody following the ongoing Big Brother Naija season 6 will tell you that gradually, things are getting interesting. Each week ...
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